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Review: Adventures among the toroids, by Bonnie Stewart 
by Henry Crapo Structural Topology #5,1980 

Topologie structurale #5, 1980 

R&urn6 

La remarquable monographie intitulee ((Aventures 
parmi /es toroi’desj) de Bonnie Stewart a ete 
recemment republiee apres dix ans d’absence. 

Le but de cet ouvrage est identifie dans sa page- 
titre au style victorien. ((Aventures . ..)P est (tune 
etude des polyedres quasi-convexes, non 
planaires, a tunnels orientables, de genre positif 
ayant des faces regulieres a interieurs &pares, 
etant une description Plaboree et donnant des in- 
structions pour la construction d’un nombre im- 
portant et fascinant de modeles mathematiques 
qui sont d’un grand interet pour les etudiants en 
geometric et topologie euclidiennes, qu’ils soient 
de niveau secondaire ou collegial, pour les 
designers, les ingenieurs et architectes, pour un 
public de scientifiques impliques dans des 
problemes moleculaires ou autres problemes 
structuraux, et pour les mathematiciens, 
professionnels ou non, comportant des centaines 
d’exercices et de projets de recherche, dont 
beaucoup ont et6 prevus pour permettre I’etude 
pers0nnelle.P 

Recently republished after a ten-year interval, Bonnie 
Stewart’s remarkable monograph ddventures among 
the toroids)) is now back in circulation. The text of this 
revised second edition is again hand-lettered in a 
flawless chancery script and profusely illustrated, both- 
by the author. 

The purpose of the book is stated in its Victorian-style 
title page. dklventures.. . )) is ((a study of Quasi-Convex, 
aplanar, tunneled orientable polyhedra of positive 
genus having regular faces with disjoint interiors, being 
an elaborate description and instructions for the con- 
struction of an enormous number or new and 
fascinating mathematical models of interest to students 
of euclidean geometry and topology, both secondary 
and collegrate, to designers, engineers and architects, to 
the scientific audience concerned with molecular and 
other structural problems, and to mathematicians, both 
professional and dilletante, with hundreds of exercises 
and search projects, many outlined for self-instruction.)) 

This new edition is highly recommended for those in- 
terested in the juxtaposition of polyhedra, and of 
regular and regular-faced polyhedra in particular. The 
author’s approach is systematic and pains-taking 
throughout. Her writing style is invariably clear, 
pleasant and informative. We illustrate the contents of 
dldven tures.. .)) by reprinting as Figure 1 its illustration 
of Norman Johnson’s ((oriental hat)), and as Figure 2 a 
page of discussion of bilunabirotunda)). Figure 3 
shows how six of these polyhedra can be clustered 
around a cube. Figure 4 shows the construction of a 
zig-zag tunnel through the bilunabirotunda, a construc- 

tion which the author states ((astounded me, and led to 
sextillions of new models)). Figure 5 (p 152) gives an 
idea of the style of writing. 

Copies are available by writing directly to the author, 
enclosing a payment of US $11 (with perhaps some 
allowance for inflation and postage): B.M. Stewart, 4949 
Wausaw Road, Okemos, Michigan 48864. 
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7%~ Bilunabirotunda 

L,2R: = J91, p=o 

f= 74, V= 14, E= 26 

OHa of the conVe3l polyhedra uWi t32 
&cti6ed 6y Dr- Johnson is the ‘6i 
den&d 6y L,Z up. Since ffii5 is No. 97 iM his paper’ 
L&Z USQ ffie shoticzr nofdion J91 . To obtain a Jisu) 

Thus the distance between the patdhl pntagonaF 
faces is tbw same a5 the altitude of the ~otuv~da: 

Figure 2 

Figure 4a 

Figure 4b 
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This is a good time to point out that several 
constructions reported by Koji Miyazaki and lchiro 
Takada (Structural Topo/ogy #4) were also discovered 
by Bonnie Stewart and her student Kurt Schmucker. 
We point this out in order to emphasize once more the 
advantage of establishing and maintaining contact 
between those doing research on structural and 
morphological problems. With the publication of 
Structural Topology, an exchange of problems, new 
constructions and results is sure to be accelerated. 

For a case in point, we find lchiro Takada’s model, 
Figure 21(c), with central octahedron in place, 
illustrated on page 52 of the new edition of 
{(Adventures . ..)L We reprint Bonnie Stewart’s drawing 
as Figure 6. Schmucker and Stewart likewise 
constructed the ring of eight regular dodecahedra 
and joined these to form certain of the ((golden 
isozonohedraw, such as Koji Miyazaki’s Figure 26(l) or 
(2), as illustrated on page 60 of ((Adventures . ..)j 
(our Figure 7). Stewart also applied these methods 
to the construction of knotted toroids (page 216- 
2 17 of <(A&en tures . . . )). 

New construction techniques permitted Miyazaki and 
Takada to achieve* models beyond the reach of the 
scissors and paste approach. Thus, the construction of 
the equivalent of Miyazaki’s Figure 26(3) evokes the 
following amusing paragraph in {{Adventures . ..c 

43elieve it, Schmucker actually constructed some such 
models. He charmed a bevy of secretaries into 
lunch-hour cutting of pentagonal faces, floated a loan 
for paper and rubber-bands and photographic records 
of progressive steps in the construction - and persuaded 
a janitor to find an otherwise unused storage room for 
keeping the growing structure out of reach of curious or 
irate roommates . ..)j 

In closing, we note that Bonnie Stewart also has a 
home-made (Poly-kit)) on pages 20-21, each piece 
prepared with scissors, a straight edge and a dry 
ball-point pen. 

Figure 6 
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